COMPLEX INFORMATION
INTUITION

TERMINOLOGY  CLAUSE BY CLAUSE REFERENCES  LINKS

GUIDANCE  EXAMPLES  REPORTS

UNIQUE LOGICS ENGINE TO REARRANGE MOST COMPLEX INFORMATION
SIMPLE CONFIGURATION
NO IT SKILLS NEEDED
NEW BASELINE OF KNOW-HOW

![Graph showing the comparison between actionable knowledge gained with entries versus traditionally. The graph illustrates the increase in actionable knowledge over time, with a green line representing the increase with entries and a gray line representing the traditional method.]
INSTANT ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE

TRAINING

CONSULTING

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

SELF-LEARNING

Fast Knowledge

Fast Compliance or Work Done
"Entries is a great leap from analogue to digital in sharing such complicated information. “I know kung-fu” kind of an experience, as Neo put it”
- Juha Vaaraniemi, Director, Design and Advisory Services, Solita Ltd

“We believe you're addressing a huge need. The approach is unique and it could not only save a lot of money, but really accelerate innovation in the ecosystem. That's a big deal.”
- A strategic medtech investor
ENTRIES PLATFORM PROJECTS

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT  
1-3 weeks

FULL ENTRIES SOLUTION  
1-4 months

WE HELP YOU  
to Rearrange your Information into an Entries Runway

TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
- Modularity
- User Interface & Visualisations
- Videos, Pictures & Schematics
- Mobile Application
- Text Inputs
- Calculations
- Localisations
- Integrations
- Data Analyses & Summaries

WE SUPPORT YOU  
with Information Updates and Technical Needs

UPKEEP